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CELEBRITY PREDICTIONS

opposition. Her lesson here is to learn to
accept her vulnerabilities as life’s lessons.
She has a need to be needed and gives
her service to others; she makes a great
counsellor and has a very sensitive ear.
Her karmic judgement of herself can be
fault finding and very hard to please,
sometimes she might find herself being
self indulgent, her sharp judgement
without reason can cause inner turmoil.
This can lead to a short fuse.  The
opposite of this is someone who is
intellectually optimistic and can see
everyone’s point of view when she
decides to take the blindfold off and to
face the truth on what lies ahead.   

What can we expect for Dannii
in the next coming months?
The next few months create a second
chance for her to have creativity at her
finger tips. She will have to face a love
decision, there will also be an
opportunity for her to start a new life in
a new home, I would go as far as saying
she will go over sea’s but only to return
again. The USA will feature strongly in
her life. Her sister Kylie Minogue will
make a record with her. This will be in
remembrance of a family member. She
needs to think before she leaps as there
are big choices to be made in more than
one area of her life. As the contracts
come in fast and furious, being selective
will cause greater success. She will also
be approached to do a short series. 

Mind, Body & Soul 
The Judgement card
This is an opportunity for Dannii to look
back, even though there has been
disappointment and pain, this is the card
of renewable energy. She may have felt
as though the world has judged her and
those close to her but now she
understands life is just a game and that
it is time to play and to strip herself

naked from all guilt and blame. Her luck
is going to change as she emerges from
a rebirth, the colours pink for
unconditional love and purple for
spiritual growth and truth are apparent
in her aura. 

What can we expect 
for romance?
Her love life is going to start off with
such sparks and love is more than in
the air. However long she has been
going out with her current partner there
is room for deeper love and promises of
commitment if she is willing to take his
hand of marriage. I see true love for this
couple but I also predict a new arrival
that will question the love between
them.  She is with a partner that she is
able to share her deepest feelings with
and for the first time open her heart in
a way that she has never been able
to before.

Name: Dannii Minogue
Date of Birth: 20th October 1971
Star Sign: Libra
Chinese Animal: Pig
Shaman Animal: Lizard
Lucky Number:  4  
Protection Pendant: Rabbit or Sheep
Gem Stone: Sapphire
Flowers for her: Bluebells
Ruling Planet: Venus
Lucky Country: Burma 
Healing Colours: Pink
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For more details on Sam’s
workshops, psychic readings and
life coaching, visit
www.psychicconnections.co.uk

Celebrity Psychic Samantha
Hamilton Is offering deep insights
into your romance, love, soul mate
readings.  Past, present & Future. 
A consultation is £45.00
Call free on 0800-043 8149 
for details.
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